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This is all made possible by the efforts of **335 VOLUNTEERS** dedicating over **2,000 HOURS** of their time at **156 DIFFERENT HARVEST LOCATIONS** throughout SLO County.

229,095 lbs of fresh produce harvested and shared with our community, including **35,833 LBS** from local farmers market collections, **41,211 LBS** from backyard harvests, and **137,950 LBS** from harvests at commercial farms.

- APPLES 14,445 LBS
- AVOCADOS 647 LBS
- BEETS 1,297 LBS
- BLUEBERRIES 378 LBS
- CABBAGE 1,028 LBS
- CARROTS 1,790 LBS
- CITRUS 35,823 LBS
- GREEN BEANS 400 LBS
- KALE 551 LBS
- KIWIFRUIT 2,370 LBS
- PEARS 2,619 LBS
- PERSIMMONS 2,002 LBS
- PLUMS 4,238 LBS
- POMEGRANATES 1,716 LBS
- POTATOES 1,308 LBS
- SQUASH 3,692 LBS
- SWEET POTATOES 1,705 LBS
- TOMATOES 1,383 LBS
- WATERMELON 1,721 LBS

Without GLENSLO, I would have just fallen to the ground to rot!